Allergens Information

Country Meats Smoked Snacks are produced in our USDA inspected facility. Extra care is focused on the process and formulation of each flavor. However all flavors including those that contain soy, dairy, and wheat are processed on and in the same machinery and equipment. Our machinery and equipment is cleaned and sanitized between use or as needed.

The following flavors contain no known allergens: Sweet Bar-B-Que, Smokehouse Grill, Hot Bar-B-Que, Pepperoni, Hot Cajun, Robust Bar-B-Que, Original Smoked Hickory, Old #9 and Chipotle.

The following flavors contain just the allergen soy and no other known allergens: Sweet Annie Brown, Ghost Fire and Volcano.

The following flavor contains the allergen dairy and no other known allergens: Country Delight.

The following flavors contain both the allergens soy and wheat and no other known allergens: Sweet Maple Bacon.

The following flavor contains these three allergens soy, wheat and dairy and no other known allergens: Bold Teriyaki and Bacon Swiss.

Each smoked snack stick package contains the ingredients for that flavor. Nutritional Facts can be obtained on our web site www.CountryMeats.com